Instructions for the correct use of the Brevini
Hydraulics Composition Form
The composition form is the only printed form that guarantees a Brevini Hydraulics product may be correctly
defined and ordered without the possibility of error. Given the many possible product combinations, the new
form has two formats with two different spreadsheets:
1) form for directional valves with standard inlet section (right or left HSE) – the "Single Inlet and combined"
spreadsheet;
2) form for directional valves with intermediate inlet section (HFLS), two inlet sections and intermediate
closure section (HPFS) – the "Double Inlet" spreadsheet.

1) Composition form for directional valves with standard inlet section or combined
Based on the selection made in the drop down menu in the
lower part of the form (see illustration below) unit n.1 may have a
configuration with right inlet (standard configuration, where the
inlet section remains on the right when the levers for the HCM
manual control are engaged towards the observer).
This is an important modification as previously the inlet section
was always indicated at the top of the form.
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Instructions for the correct use of the Brevini
Hydraulics Composition Form
Unit n. 1 with configuration with left inlet has the following configuration:
If unit n.1 is selected in the drop down menu at the bottom of
the form, it can have a configuration with left inlet, where the
HSE inlet section is at the top of the unit, that is to say
reversed compared to the HSC closure section.
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Instructions for the correct use of the Brevini
Hydraulics Composition Form
2) Form for directional valves with intermediate inlet section (HFLS) or two inlet sections
and intermediate closure section (HPFS)
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Instructions for the correct use of the Brevini
Hydraulics Composition Form
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Instructions for the correct use of the Brevini
Hydraulics Composition Form
To avoid mistakes when filling in the form, always refer to the relevant sections from 0 to 21 indicated in the
unit selection tables at the end of the HPV41 and HPV77 catalogue.

You must indicate:
a) the bar calibration for the main pressure relief valve (0 sector, HSE or HFLS inlet section, if any);

b) the HSE or HFLS inlet sections designed for the HSEV and/or HSER must always bear the code for the
replacement cap, the relative valve or the discharge connection (section 13, see illustration above);
c) directional valves with electro hydraulic controls must always be combined with inlet sections fitted with a
pressure reducer (see catalogue);
d) when required, enter the bar calibrations for the LSA/B pressure relief valves (sectors 1 to 10, HEM
distribution elements) – these pressure levels are always lower than the calibration value for the main
relief valve; if the housing is to be capped on elements designed for Ls valves, enter code
HESC0004103007 (HPV41) or HESC0007703007 (HPV77) in the calibration field;
The following default ratings will be set on the testing bench unless the calibration value is indicated for
the main pressure relief valve (and there are no Ls valves on the elements):
HPV41 distr. Open centre:
p = 200 bar
HPV41 distr. Closed centre:
p = 250 bar
HPV77 distr. Open centre:
p = 220 bar
HPV77 distr. Closed centre:
p = 280 bar
If Ls valves are fitted on the elements and the calibration settings are not stated, they will be set at 20
bar less than the setting for the main relief valve.
If the calibration is not indicated for the main relief valve but the calibration settings are indicated for the
Ls valves on the elements, it will always be set about 20 bar higher than the relief value for the Ls
valves.

If Motion Control spools are fitted, it is essential to indicate the calibration of the LS valves on the
elements; contact the customer if this is not indicated (the flow rate depends on the calibration);
e) Check the code for the Caps or Antishock valves has been entered for relevant elements;
f)

Check that HSE, HEM, controls… have all GAS couplings or all SAE couplings;

g) Check all the controls are either in cast iron or in aluminium;
h) In the "*" field in sections from 1 to 10 (distribution elements - HEM), enter the code for the EU
diaphragms kit for elements fitted with the units for electric discharge of LSA/B MHFO, MHFR, MHFP,
MHFK signals; elements designed for electrical discharge must always have EU diaphragms on spools
and matching control block;
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Instructions for the correct use of the Brevini
Hydraulics Composition Form
i)

Be careful when selecting the spools:
- the HEAS codes have standard discharges, HEASC codes have extended discharges, with the
same flow rate at the applications;
- If you require flow rate adjustment of the spool compared to the nominal setting (max 10% of
nominal flow rate) indicate this limitation clearly in the right-hand column for the controlled function
(pictures below);
Limit flow on
HEAS
50 l/min

Limit flow on
HEAS
50 l/min (A)
40 l/min (B)

- If a spool is to be fitted with asymmetric flow rates, specify the applications for the flow rates;
Asymmetrical spool
100 l/min (A) –
180 l/min (B)

l)

Use the right and left columns on the form properly, without entering any unnecessary information: the
functions are usually indicated on the left: when a function is diversified for the applications, they may be
indicated on the left and right (e.g. cylinder extension / cylinder return);
The right hand side is always used to enter flow rate limitations, asymmetrical spools …

Asymmetrical spool
100 l/min (A) –
180 l/min (B)

WINCH

m) In the Inlet Section HPV41 and HPV77, different types of oil supply cartridge must be always indicated.
In particular, enter the code of cartridge indicated in catalogue.
- HSEE External pilot oil supply cartridge.
- HSEI
Internal pilot oil supply cartridge.
- HSEN Internal pilot oil supply and cut-off cartridge .

n) In the End Section HPV41 and HPV77, different types of Internal drain plug and external drain cartridge
must be always indicated.
In particular, enter the code of cartridge or plug indicated in catalogue.
- CSRV External drain cartridge for electrical modules
- HESC Internal drain plug for electrical modules
In HPV41 can be chosen CSRV or plug HESC.
In HPV77 can be chosen only cartridge CSRV.

When the inlet section HSE and end section HSC are sold individually (like spare part), cartridge or plug
must be always indicated (HSEI – HSEE –HSEN; CSRV / HESC).
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Hydraulics Composition Form
Correct use of the space for the space for Notes at the bottom: include additional
details

Field for Notes

o) Possible changes requested by the customer (code and quantity).
p) Mounting customer feet: enter the Aron code and quantity;
q) Indicate how to test MHFK in the Notes;
r)

When the range pump is not indicated, the proportional valve will be tested using an inlet flow equal to a
flow value that is the highest between the spools, increased of 40 l/min, evaluating the maximum value
acceptable for a proportional valve category.

s) Indicate whether there are any Diagrams in the Management Documents.
t)

Indicate the pressure value to calibrate shock and suction valve regulation HEAD.

u) Cup Nuts codes cannot be entered in field for Notes but next to Lsa – Lsb setting field (working section
HEM); for modules, these codes must be entered in free field under each module.

When composition form is completed, you have
- to select in price list spreadsheet “Single Inlet” or “Double inlet” in the menu up to right;
- to indicate pump type used by customer (Open centre – Closed centre – Constant Pressure);
- to indicate pump flow rate;
- to indicate threads type (BSPP or UNF);
- to indicate Battery voltage (12V, 24V or not requested);
- to indicate if there are electro-hydraulic controls (standard, Atex or not requested).
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